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The revelation that the UK’s largest supermarket 
Tesco managed to make a massive £127m profit 
last year from its grocery home delivery business 
has rattled many in the grocery industry who in 
the past have been sceptical about the possibility 
of making any money in the sector. 

And Tesco is not the only one to turn a profit. In February online 
grocer Ocado reported a full-year pre-tax profit for the first time 
since launching in 2000. The company made a pre-tax profit of 
£7.2m last year on the back of a 20% jump in sales to £948.9m.  
It had made a loss of £12.5m in 2013. The company has benefited 
from a tie-up with Morrisons in 2013, and continues to deliver 
goods from Waitrose. Chief executive Tim Steiner said: “We have 
made a profit by increasing scale and efficiency despite my best 
efforts to spend money.”

With delivery charges down to £1 or even free for a minimum spend in some cases retailers are having to look for efficiencies within 
their operations or encourage take-up in click and collect orders where they do not have to carry out home deliveries.

Dr Clive Black, head of research at Shore Capital Markets, told Cold Chain News: “Increasing online delivery costs is very challenging due 
to the large basket size of online orders and the competitive intensity. It is for this reason that stores are so keen on click and collect. 
In the long-term it may be the case that store-based shoppers and shareholders stop subsidising online shoppers.” In the past he has 
stated that the low cost of delivery charges means that “ it’s clear that supermarkets don’t offer to deliver your food for the profit but 
because shoppers demand it”.

The home delivery challenge

24 Hour Breakdown Service 
Covering South East England

Call 0800 313 4228

1 Heathfield Way, Barham, Kent, CT4 6QH
E: info@longhurstrefrigeration.co.uk
www.longhurstrefrigeration.co.uk

Sainsbury’s launched a click and collect service for groceries in 
March, kicking off with a store in Farnham, Surrey. The company 
is targeting 100 by the end of the year.

Customers opting for the new service choose a participating 
store and collection time to pick up their shopping from a 
refrigerated van which will be parked in a designated area in 
the store’s car park manned and supported by Sainsbury’s staff.

Sainsbury’s online business generates  
£1 billion (5% of sales).

Despite the growth of online services Black points out that it 
may be some time before discounters are online as they have 
low-cost operating models. However, despite not offering home 
delivery, Aldi’s success continues to grow. The company said pre-
tax profits rose 65.2% to £260.9m for the year to 31 December 
2013. Group turnover rose 35.7% to £5.27bn over the period.

Bibby Distribution development director Duncan Eyre says that 
home delivery is “a huge growth area but not always a cost-
effective one”. He also believes that retailers may have to raise 
their delivery charges at some point. Morrisons declined to 
specify how many temperature-controlled delivery vans are on 
the roads as well as which regions of the country it is delivering 
to. However, a spokesman said that the refrigerator vans are 
GAH Arrow. Delivery slots range between £1 and £5. According 
to Clive Black, Morrisons was right to offer online delivery to 
its customers but not through centralised fulfilment via Ocado 
versus using its own stores. 

Supermarkets don’t offer to deliver food for profit but because 
shoppers demand it
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Bibby has ambitious plans for chilled logistics over the next five 
years which include possible acquisition and a new distribution 
centre while it is also considering an entry into pharmaceutical 
logistics in the longer term, explains development director 
Duncan Eyre

Bibby Distribution has made its first foray into chilled and frozen distribution through 
its recent deal with discount retailer Netto, which returned to the UK last year as a joint 
venture between Sainsbury’s and Netto’s parent company Dansk Supermarked (see 
box). So what are its long-term goals for temperature-controlled logistics services?  
The company has built a solid reputation in a range of logistics sectors, including FMCG, 
consumer, automotive, industrial, food ingredients, dairy and defence but up until now 
had not entered the competitive arena of chilled and frozen logistics.
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Bibby’s big plans for chilled logistics

Bibby’s Sainsbury’s/Netto deal
Under a new contract Bibby Distribution is to provide full food logistics services for Netto 
UK. It will handle frozen, chilled and ambient food logistics for the discounter, which 
opened five stores in the North of England last year. By the end of three years around 
75 stores are expected to be open, says Bibby development director Duncan Eyre. Bibby 
Distribution will manage stock from a central multi-retailer RDC in Scunthorpe. According 
to Eyre, Bibby is responsible for transporting the product into various warehouses, along 
with stock control, some quality control on some of the produce lines, warehousing and 
then the picking operation and delivery in multi-temperature vehicles to stores. Bibby 
Distribution operates a fleet of multi-temperature reefer trailers with tail-lifts, and can 
leverage its capacity to provide Netto with deliveries on multi-vendor, multi-SKU trucks. 
“Our mission is to provide the most efficient possible supply chain solution,” says Eyre. 
“That means working closely with Netto to essentially become an integral part of their 
business.” As Netto opens more stores Bibby Distribution will increase its warehousing 
space and fleet allocation, allowing the discounter to expand.

On Bibby
Although Bibby Line is behind the 
Costcutter chain of stores, it does not 
carry out the distribution – Palmer 
& Harvey does that. Up until now 
family-owned Bibby did not have any 
experience of temperature-controlled 
work for retailers but the company’s 
Food and Ingredients business has 
a couple of industrial chocolate 
customers. 

“We have to distribute that in bulk in 
heated tankers to stop it from clotting 
and clogging the tankers up,” says 
Eyre. “We also have to distribute the 
palletised chocolate during summer 
months at temperature control as 
well. And we operate on behalf of First 
Milk as well, so we use temperature-
controlled tanks for that. In fact, we 
collect around 10% of the UK’s milk.” 

Liverpool-headquartered Bibby 
Line Group grew revenues 13% to 
£1,592m (2012: £1,408m) in the year 
to 31December 2013. It is a diverse 
and growing global business, which 
operates across a range of industries 
from shipping to financial services. 
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“Well, we work with two of the big four (Sainsbury’s and Morrisons supermarkets) in terms of primary consolidation and we 
recognise the shift in the marketplace in terms of convenience and discount retailers,” says Eyre. “I think in terms of us being 
able to branch out and offer the full suite of services to our existing customer base and to new customers it was a logical 
move.” Eyre believes that the reasons for Sainsbury’s decision to award Bibby the Netto distribution contract include Bibby’s 
“can-do” attitude along with the fact that Bibby offered “scalability” and a shared user environment.

“As this is a new concept – we are going to market initially with five stores – we can offer scalability of logistics rather 
than upfront investment in a multi-temperature distribution centre on the M62. Not only that but we’ve got an 
existing relationship with Sainsbury’s as well, through our primary consolidation work at Yeadon, Leeds.” 

If the Netto concept proves to be a success, Bibby would expect to invest in “that multi-temperature 
distribution centre on the M62” at the end of the three-year term if it outgrows its current site. “That is an 
absolute objective for the project,” says Eyre. Not only that, but Bibby could expand through acquisition.

“Bibby Distribution is a very acquisitive business so we may look to acquire in the future. This has 
given us a soft entry into temperature control. And we may wish to acquire to consolidate that  
in the future.”Taking on new customers in the chilled sector is another route for growth. 

“We’ve got very early talks with a business about temperature-controlled home delivery,” 
reveals Eyre. In terms of how the UK temperature-controlled market is developing, Eyre 
predicts that it could follow the trends in ambient which is moving towards smaller 
consignment sizes, lower stock holdings, and a big push towards shared user. It is 
difficult to predict the growth markets in chilled and frozen because it is so tied  
to current health trends, says Eyre.

“There’s a huge push around obesity and fresh food now. The frozen market 
is not always necessarily known for its healthy options so that might be 
an influence that’s yet to bear on the market.” Bibby’s involvement in 
temperature-controlled distribution might not just be confined to 
food, suggests Eyre. Pharmaceuticals is a sector that Bibby might 
be interested in long term. “We would consider that,” he says. 
“We are in the process of developing our business plan for 
the next five years, plus we have a new managing director 
who has experience in pharmaceuticals so yes, we would 
consider it but we’ve not nailed our hat to it!” 

Margins are notoriously tight in chilled and frozen 
distribution work with logistics providers chasing 
the same contract. How will Bibby counter this? 
“Well, we don’t want to be DHL – we’ve not got 
the size or scale to be DHL. We think we can 
offer niche solutions, based on our IT,  
to medium-sized retailers. We can 
maybe leverage our shared-user 
capability to back the right horses, 
in other words partner with 
businesses who have similar 
sort of values and grow with 
them. We’re not going to 
chase the big multi-
million contracts 
right now.”



From the 
editor

This issue is devoted to previewing the CV Show, Britain’s 
largest road transport event that takes place at the NEC  
in Birmingham from 14-16 April.

The CV Show includes a Cool sector dedicated to 
temperaturecontrolled operator needs where you will find 
exhibiting: BOC, Carrier Transicold, Chereau, Coolertech, 
Frigoblock, Gray & Adams, Paneltex, Seymour Manufacturing, 
Solomon Commercials,

Cartwright Group, Thermo King and Quinn Vehicles. Cold 
Chain News includes highlights of their exhibits. BOC will 
exhibit at the CV Show for the first time showing its new 
cryogenic system for road transport refrigeration. It is another 
endorsement of the CV Show’s popularity and prestige as the 
obvious launch-pad for new products.

The CV Show also works as a barometer of the transport 
industry’s economic fortunes and the steadily increasing 
visitor numbers – almost 19,000 visitors last year – indicate 
an industry back on its feet. The cold chain sector, despite the 
woes of the big supermarkets, is showing some vibrancy as 
news of Bibby Distribution’s move into temperature- controlled 
logistics indicates. Bibby has ambitious plans for chilled logistics 
over the next five years which include possible acquisition and 
a new distribution centre while it also considering an entry into 
pharmaceutical logistics in the longer term.

The success of the show, and Bibby’s move into 
temperaturecontrolled logistics, suggest that the sector has 
recovered from the global economic crash that started in 
2007, even if that recovery has been long, slow and painful.

Cool 
at the CV Show
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“We run 125 trailers and everyone of them is kept busy. However, these multi –temp’ trailers from Krone 
come with double deck loading and are certified for pharma’ operations which adds volume and high 
performance to the fleet. Furthermore, they are fitted with a telematics system which enables us to 
monitor location and temperature performance in real time throughout each of the 32 counties we cover 
in Ireland and even further on the continent. After trying 1 new Krone trailer earlier this year we were  
so impressed we have since taken delivery of a further 4 trailers. It’s a quality product brought to us  
by people who understand the transport industry” Brian Beattie. Operations Director, McCulla.

Krone Trailers UK, Peckfield Business Park,  
Phoenix Avenue, Micklefield, LEEDS. LS 25 4DY 
Tel: +44 (0)1132 878817 | Fax: +44 (0)1132 878819 
www.krone-values.com | www.krone-trailer.com

Multi-temp’

Pharma’-certified 

Double-deckü 
ü 

ü 
High residual  
value ü 

Trailer parts and repairs Ireland: Fleet Solutions +353 1457 5099  
McLoughlin Coachworks +44 (0) 28 3754 8418
For Direct sales enquiries please contact Jon Wilcock +44 (0) 7867 551839
Fran Pickering - Managing Director +44 (0) 7842 817540



Frigoblock joins Thermo King  
as part of Ingersoll Rand
Ingersoll-Rand has completed its acquisition of Frigoblock following approval by the 
German regulatory authority. Frigoblock now becomes part of Ingersoll Rand Transport 
Solutions that includes Thermo King. Frigoblock, which designs and makes electric powered, 
refrigeration systems for trucks and trailers mainly for markets in Northern Europe, will 
remain an independent brand beside Thermo King, Ingersoll says. 

“Acquiring Frigoblock is a strategic decision we made to provide transportation refrigeration 
customers with more options for innovative technology to decrease fuel consumption and 
reduce noise,” says Ray Pittard, president, Transport Solutions, Ingersoll Rand.

“Frigoblock is a unique and pioneering company that will allow us to expand our offerings 
immediately in Europe and long-term provide customers around the world premium 
Frigoblock hybrid and non-diesel technology through our extensive global dealer network. 
”The Frigoblock factory in Essen, Germany, will be maintained and Ingersoll Rand plans  
to establish a Centre of Excellence for Electrification of Refrigerated Transport at the site.

“Frigoblock customers can continue to rely on innovative, efficient and environmentally 
friendly products and the best service from Frigoblock,” says Frigoblock chief executive 
Axel Kahsnitz, who will continue to lead Frigoblock. “How we will link and synchronize the 
product strategies as well as the sales and service networks of Thermo King and Frigoblock 
will be determined throughout the integration process, which we begin immediately.”

Frigoblock and Thermo King are at the CV Show with 
individual stands showing their latest products.

Cool at the CV Show
We preview the Cool sector at the Commercial 
Vehicle Show, NEC Birmingham,14-16 April with show 
highlights from BOC, Carrier Transicold, Chereau, 
Coolertech, Frigoblock, Gray & Adams, Paneltex, 
Seymour Manufacturing, Solomon Commercials, 
Cartwright Group, Thermo King and more....

Frigoblock’s alternator gives up to 37.5kVA to power its electric fridges. It is water cooled and so more 
compact. Factory fitted, the alternator is shown here on a Daimler OM470 diesel engine. The engine-mounted 
alternator drive system requires up to 50% less fuel to produce substantially higher cooling and heating 
capacities than conventional diesel-powered transport refrigeration systems

The 2015 Commercial Vehicle Show will run from 14-16 April 2015 in Halls 3a, 4 and 5 of the NEC in Birmingham. 
Opening hours are 08:30 to 17:30 each day. For details and free tickets see www.cvshow.com

Thermo King  
at the show
Thermo King, in 2014, announced its 
commitment to helping customers reduce 
their environmental footprint through 
increasing efficiencies of the refrigeration 
units as well as by using refrigerants 
with a lower Global Warming Potential. 
“These considerable twin environmental 
commitments were made alongside 
ensuring the same, if not better, product 
reliability and customer service support. 
Products that enable these commitments 
are already available in Europe. Among 
them will be a new line of trailer and 
self-powered truck units that are energy 
efficient and reliable and use a next 
generation refrigerant,” says Steve Williams, 
UK sales manager for Thermo King.

“Thermo King is the first to deliver units 
with the new refrigerant R-452A, which has 
about half the GWP of the incumbent 404A. 
R-452A does not compromise the safety, 
capacity or efficiency of the refrigeration 
unit, while the unit performance remains 
unchanged, providing the same cooling 
capacity, pull-down and fuel efficiency,” 
he says. To meet the needs of the growing 
internet grocery shopping market in 
Europe, is the Thermo King V-200/300 
Max Spectrum multi-temperature unit for 
applications on small trucks and vans.

“Higher efficiency and performance 
standards provide customers with the 
required cooling capacity at all temperatures 
and enable faster temperature recovery from 
multiple door openings during distribution 
operations. Continuous monitoring of the 
load and temperature control is easy to 
operate through the Direct Smart Reefer 
microprocessor control,” Williams says.
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Iveco at the CV Show
Iveco is using the CV Show as the official 
UK launch platform for the all-new Hi-Matic 
gearbox in New Daily; the first eight-speed 
automatic transmission to feature in  
a vehicle range in this class. The ZF-built 
transmission has already set the industry 
standard in the premium car market, with 
customers including Maserati and Jeep 
– it is now set to offer Iveco operators a 
4% reduction in fuel consumption and 
a 4kg weight saving versus the previous 
generation AGile gearbox.

An example of the Hi-Matic transmission will be showcased on the stand, as well as 
featuring in a number of key display models. One such exhibit to benefit will be a 3.5 
tonne long wheelbase, high-roof, New Daily offering an exceptional 19.6m2 loadspace 
– making it the largest panel van on the UK market. Powered by a 205hp engine, the 
vehicle offers around 14% additional load space compared with the largest previous-
generation Daily van. 

There will also be two New Daily chassis cabs on show – a 3.5 
tonne model with a new generation super-lightweight Luton 
body, and a range-topping 7.2 tonne tipper, highlighting the 
breadth of Iveco’s light commercial vehicle range.

Coolertech is showing four temperature-controlled vehicles: two insulated 
panel van conversions and two insulated box bodies. A 7.5 tonne Fuso 
Canter is the largest exhibit on display with a dual-compartment box body 
to carry frozen and chilled goods. The rear load compartment is closed 
with an insulated roller shutter door, while a tail lift facilitates the loading 
and unloading of roll cages.

Coolertech’s 3.5 tonne home shopping vehicle from its AiroSprint range 
combines the Mercedes Sprinter chassis cab with a narrower, more 
streamlined insulated box body with lightweight body styling kit. The multi-
temperature home delivery vehicle on display has been built to a high 
specification with a myriad of innovative design elements. Insulated panel 
vans are represented by a Mercedes Citan single-compartment chilled 
conversion and a Mercedes Sprinter MWB multi-temperature van. The 
vans have standard and optional build items such as the low-temperature 
side door that offers pallet and personal access while also allowing a full, 
wrap-around opening. The vehicles have European type approval and 
come with a ten-year construction warranty as standard.

Coolertech is exhibiting in conjunction with Mercedes-Benz dealer, 
Rossetts Commercials. Superbike World Championship riders, Alex Lowes 
and Randy de Puniet, and Crescent Suzuki team manager, Paul Denning, 
will be on the stand which also has a Crescent Suzuki GSX-R1000 race bike 
on display.
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Coolertech set  
to impress

Mercedes-Benz Citan single-compartment chilled conversion 

Iveco also has a touch of the future on 
its stand with its Vision concept vehicle 
making its UK debut.

A 7.5 tonne Fuso Canter with a dual-compartment, frozen 
and chilled body

CV Show 
preview

The future is here
Iveco also has a touch of the future on 
its stand with its Vision concept vehicle 
making its UK debut. The Iveco Vision 
is a platform for new technological 
solutions and the evolution of 
Iveco’s Daily light commercial vehicle 
range. Its creation is centred on low 
environmental impact mobility and 
a sophisticated dual energy system 
which self-adapts to the most suitable 
traction mode – one is exclusively 
electric, ensuring zero local emissions 
and low noise levels, and the other is 
hybrid (thermoelectric) and suitable 
for longer journeys and extra-urban 
missions.Unique features include 
‘see-through’ front pillars to guarantee 
unrestricted driver visibility, plus a rear-
view camera displayed on a panoramic 
screen above the windscreen. It 
uses a fully automatic system for 
load management and is equipped 
with a high-integration tablet, which 
communicates seamlessly with the  
on-board electronics.



Isuzu Truck will show its new Euro6 Isuzu 12 tonne Forward at 
the CV Show. It features a compact overall footprint as well as 
class-leading carrying capacity of 7952kgs (body/payload). The 
Isuzu F120.240 4x2 rigid is compact with a low chassis height and 
offers great versatility, the company says. Available with either 
Isuzu’s Easyshift or manual transmissions, it is easy to drive and 
offers excellent manoeuvrability. It is powered by Isuzu’s Euro6 
four-cylinder 5.2 litre diesel engine producing 765Nm torque.

Strongs Plastic Products has a fridge body on a Toyota Hilux  
4 x 4 pickup. The full body conversion to temperature-controlled 
specification can achieve and maintain a set point temperature. 
This vehicle will be used for the collection and transport of water 
samples for analysis. Alongside this temperature-controlled  
vehicle will be a Ford Ranger 4 x 4 that has Strongs co-polymer 
body with individual design features and options specifically for the 
utilities market. Completing the three vehicle line-up will be a 4x4 
vehicle, a Isuzu D Max with Strongs’ rural construction co-polymer 
body. James Strong, director, Strongs Plastic Products said:  
“All three 4 x 4 vehicles on the Strongs stand will demonstrate the 
full body conversion product that was launched by the company 
at the CV Show last year. Such has been the success of this new 
range of co-polymer bodies that the company has now expanded 
its production facility considerably to cope with the increased 
demand for our full body conversions.”

Isuzu Truck launches 
Euro6 Forward

Strongs fridge bodies for 4x4s

This Isuzu Urban with a fridge body for Euro Foods was launched at last 
year’s CV Show.

Strongs’ temperature-controlled bodies on Toyota 4x4 water 
collection trucks
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CoolKit will exhibit its refrigerated van conversions and vehicle 
lining kits at the show. The Lancashire-based company supplies 
refrigerated vans, van conversions and associated products including 
its own range of vehicle lining kits. “Renowned for their light weight, 
durability, versatility and strength, providing customers with the 
highest payload and most reliable performance throughout the 
vehicle lifetime, CoolKit conversions are validated by an unrivalled 
combination of Standard Certifications and Vehicle Manufacturer 
Approvals,” the company says.

CoolKit conversions

Insulated barriers 
revolutionise 
chilled deliveries

CoolKit to show its van conversion kits

Brian Seymour, managing director, Seymour shows 
the Back-Stop system

Seymour Manufacturing International will show its insulated 
flexible barriers that reduce energy loss from chilled or frozen 
vehicles. The Bus-Stop system comprises four movable 
insulated curtains, fitted on a sliding bar mounted below the 
truck ceiling, allowing it to be moved from the back to the 
front of the truck as required. This allows operators to reduce 
the area chilled as a load diminishes, or to carry frozen goods 
on one side and ambient on the other. This significantly cuts 
costs as the evaporator is used to chill only specific areas  
of the load, Seymour says.

Seyour field-tested the product with Telford-based food 
importer Ruskim Seafoods that runs a fleet of 90 refrigerated 
vehicles. Ruskim transport manager Lee Shropshire said:  
“We immediately saw its potential for giving us flexible,  
multi-temperature zones in our vehicles, which could be 
moved up and down the bulkhead to reflect the wide variety 
of food products we now handle.”

“There is no doubt that this product has the potential to 
revolutionise the way in which companies such as Ruskim 
operate. It is light years ahead of any similar products  
on the market right now.”

Ruskim said the Bus-Stop has enabled it to retain frozen 
temperatures of around  –15°C on one side of the curtains, 
and ambient or chilled temperatures of between 0°C and 3°C 
on the other, consistently. 

SMI will be displaying its Bus-Stop range, alongside its Back-Stop 
curtain system, which reduces the amount of chilled or frozen 
air escaping from a vehicle when its rear doors are opened.
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Transdek 
debuts Duet 
double decks
Transdek UK has two new models of its 
Duet double-deck trailer at the show. 
Making its debut, the Duet Wedge double-
deck box van is capable of transporting up 
to 52 pallets, 100% more load volume than 
a standard 13.6-metre single-deck trailer. 
This allows vehicle operators to reduce 
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions 
by as much as 50%, offering significant 
cost savings and lower environmental 
footprint. The patent applied chassis and 
body design features an ultra slimline fixed 
second deck construction and chassis neck 
depth to maximise internal load height 
on both decks. This enables a full deck 
run-through of pallets or roll cages up to 
1,790mm in height.

Compared to a typical 13.6-metre step-
frame double-deck trailer, the Wedge 
trailer provides an additional eight pallet 
footprint spaces, or 18% extra load 
volume, offering the ultimate in rear-
loading volumetric trunking.

The Duet Wedge has Transdek’s twin sliding 
door arrangement to support double deck 
operations. The lightweight doors slide 
independently in vertical columns set into 
the rear frame. With only one deck open  
at a time, the Twin Slide doors also improve 
anti-theft security and thermal efficiencies 
for each deck. With an overall height of 
4,880mm to 5,000mm and a fifth wheel 
height of 1,250mm, the Duet Wedge is 
compatible with standard UK tractor units 
for ease of fleet integration.

Tony Sturgess, head of trailer design, 
Transdek UK, says: “Our innovative 
adaptation of the sloping chassis, or wedge, 

trailer has enabled us to manufacture 
a rear-loading double-deck design that 
offers the potential to cut single-deck 
delivery frequencies and operating costs 
by up to 50%.” Also on display will be 
Transdek’s Mark II Duet urban double-
deck trailer, which enables high volume 
deliveries to city centres. This concept was 
developed to meet the growing retailer 
demand for greater transport efficiencies 
on last-mile deliveries to urban centres 
as consumer habits shift to convenience 
store shopping. The Urban Mark II has 
an adapted tail lift for unloading at the 
high street as well as a multi-temperature 
option, and safety features.

Transdek wedge trailer
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Multi vehicle lineup from Paneltex

New Vito from Mercedes

Paneltex’s line-up includes  
a 26tonne MAN insulated 
rigid box van, alongside a high 
roof VW Crafter, featuring  
a Somers refrigerated panel 
van conversion, and the latest 
3.5tonne Mercedes Sprinter 
twin-compartment home 
delivery vehicle. 

Chris Berridge, managing director, 
Paneltex said, “As we are in the heart 
of the Cool sector, Paneltex is keen to 
show a varied and interesting selection 
of refrigerated vehicle bodies that 
showcases our position as one of the 
UK’s leading specialist commercial vehicle 
bodybuilders.”

Paneltex’s insulated box body mounted 
on a Mercedes Sprinter MWB chassis 
cab is for the home delivery market.
The vehicle has a GAH SR300 fridge 
on a split-compartment body.The 
front compartment is for frozen, the 
rear for chill specification with air 
supplied, from the front to the rear 
compartment, using fan. This vehicle 
will be in the livery of frozen food 
retailer Iceland Foods.

Representing Paneltex Somers 
refrigerated van conversion factory in 
Norwich is a VW Crafter MWB high roof 
diesel van, again with a split-compartment 
body designed for carrying frozen and 
chilled goods on operations up to 20 door 
openings during an eight-hour working 
day. With a GAH Super Rapier SR351 Fi 
low-temperature refrigeration system,  
the Crafter is capable of -18° C in the front 
compartment, with the rear compartment 
down to +3° C.

The long-awaited New Vito is launching in the UK at the CV Show with all examples of 
the vehicle on display across the 1,200m2 stand (5D10)– panel van, crew van, Tourer 
PRO and Tourer Select sales start from 17 April 2015. Steve Bridge, managing director, 
Mercedes-Benz Vans, says: “The CV Show is the natural choice for unveiling our New Vito 
for the first time in the UK. We have been long-standing supporters of the event, and it 
provides a great platform to show off our extensive product range, as well as spend time 
with existing and potential customers.” In addition to the New Vito, Mercedes-Benz Vans 
is showcasing its range of vehicles, including the Citan small city van and the Sprinter  
in all guises.

Transdek wedge trailer

The 2015 Commercial Vehicle Show  
will run from 14-16 April 2015  
in Halls 3a, 4 and 5 of the NEC in Birmingham. 
Opening hours are 08:30 to 17:30 each day.

For details and free tickets see 
www.cvshow.com
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O-licence compliance remains a primary objective for transport operators says r2c Online. 
It has 15,000 fleets and 500 workshops using the software and a customer list including 
B&M Bargains, Co-op and Knights of Old. “r2c Online is the industry’s leading solution 
when it comes to enhancing the efficiency and accuracy of commercial vehicle compliance 
management,” the company says. At the 2015 CV Show it will be showing software, including 
electronic service schedules, digital driver pre-use checks and online asset compliance files, 
in addition to the launch of its latest product innovation: I2I (issue2invoice), a revolutionary 
online system for pricing and authorising service, maintenance and repair work, providing 
a complete audit trail for each repair authority, with date, time and ID stamps and a record 
of each action. Already a leader in the heavy goods sector, I2I is designed to improve 
efficiencies in managing fleets ranging from HGV to cars, the company says.

For most operators and drivers the 
tachograph is seen as a legal requirement 
and a costly one at that. But it is a source 
of useful data, says Tachosys, which 
has expanded the role of its DigiDL to 
include real-time driver information. The 
DigiDL supports Driver Decision Support 
and Counter, similar technologies from 
tachograph manufacturers Stoneridge and 
Continental. The data allows companies  
to see current driver statuses in relation to 
Drivers’ Hours Law. This assists planning, 
as loads can be assigned logically to 
drivers with sufficient hours to fulfil them. 

Drivers should theoretically only be 
given runs that are feasible. Tachosys 
will use the CV Show to launch the 
next generation Digivu and Digifobpro 
download tools. Tachosys’ technical 
director and principal, Ian Frost says: “We 
are endeavouring to use a single box 
solution to merge a comprehensive range 
of data feeds within the truck in order to 
help operators find new efficiencies whilst 
still improving safety”.
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For further information, please contact  
Graham Usher on M. 07760 663537 or  

E. graham.usher@buffaload.co.uk

t: 01480 890 631
Buffaload Logistics, Grove Lane, 

EllingtonCambridgeshire PE28 0AA

Loading bay modifications  
for double-deck trailers

Ambient, chilled and frozen storage

High cube temperature controlled 
transport and logistics

Temperature Controlled Consolidation  
and Cross Dock

Double-deck trailer, fridge and vehicle 
maintenance

Emergency Courier Logistics

Double-deck and urban temperature 
controlled and multi-temp’ trailer rental

    The Buffaload double-deckers reduce cost and reduce inbound 
movements into our RDCs. The deckers also provide flexibility  
to our fresh network. Couple this with The Co-op’s and Buffaload’s 
planning teams working closely together and we are assured  
of the best fleet utilisation and vehicle fill.

John Sabey. 3rd Party Contracts. The Co-operative. 

“
„

Compliance management 
from r2c

The tachograph as 
information source



Rich Anderson, sales and marketing 
director, Cartwright, says: “This is our 
largest ever presence at the CV Show and 
our most exciting range of new products 
ever.  We are confident they will prove 
attractive to visitors at the event and we 
anticipate even greater interest on our 
stand than at last year’s show.” 

In addition to the four new products 
being showcased at the show, two 
existing products from the Cartwright 
product stable will also be on display 
on the Cartwright stand. This includes 
the 7.5tonne rigid with an aerodynamic 
package comprising an aerodynamic lined 
roof and front aerodynamic deflector. 
Cartwright’s double-deck box van, popular 
with parcel carriers, will be on the stand 
showing a redesigned second deck. It is 
available in several configurations. 
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Your complete solution to cold-chain 
monitoring

www.the-imcgroup.com/cold-chain
The IMC Group Ltd  |  T: +44 (0)1462 688070 |  E: sales@the-imcgroup.com

The wireless Hanwell system provides a complete end-to-end cold chain monitoring solution that is used throughout every 
aspect of the food and pharmaceutical supply chain from production and storage to point-of-sale.

Production Storage Distribution Transport Links Points of Sale

Waterproof temperature 
transmitter 

(-25°C to +65°C)

Any parameter | Anytime | Anywhere

Cloud-based interactive software

Warehouses and coldrooms

Home delivery concept from Cartwright
Cartwright’s new home delivery concept vehicle has an aerodynamic design with ultra lightweight 
body. The other new product expected to attract serious attention at the show is Cartwright’s new 
refrigerated trailer. This will be available in single and double-deck configuration and confirms 
Cartwright’s commitment to mount a concerted sales effort in the chilled distribution market.

Cartwright will also show a new 13.6 metre reefer in single or double options on its outside display  
at the CV Show
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Michelin displays 17.5”  
and 19.5” tyres
Michelin will have its largest ever display 
of 17.5” and 19.5” tyres on show following 
the roll-out of additional sizes and tread 
patterns in its X Multi range (pictured) 
purpose-designed for small and medium 
trucks from 7.5 to 16 tonnes. 

The tyre offers better performance 
year-round on all types of road thanks 
to the Three Peak Mountain Snow Flake 
certificate. New tyre architecture delivers 
an average 5dB reduction in noise across 
the range. Chris Smith, head of truck 
marketing, Michelin Tyre, says: 

“The introduction of the new X Multi 
range gained real traction at the end of 
2014 with an influx of new sizes – and 
there’s more on the way in March. With 
our brand new 17.5” and 19.5” tyre range 
very nearly complete, it makes perfect 
sense to put them under the spotlight at 
the biggest industry event of 2015.” Also 
expected to attract significant attention 
will be the all-new 385/65 R 22.5 Michelin 
X Line Energy F that opens access to 
Michelin’s latest generation long distance 
fuel-saving tyres to heavy truck fleets 
running super-single steer tyres.

Michelin tyre management
Michelin solutions has a new generation 
of pence-per-kilometre tyre management 
contract offering customers a contractual 
fuel saving commitment to help make 
their fleets more efficient. Due for launch 
at the show, the fuel saving commitment 
will be available on Effitires contracts 
when fitting premium, low rolling 
resistance tyres. 

Paul Davey, commercial director, Michelin 
solutions UK and Ireland says: “We have 
absolute confidence that when we take 
responsibility for managing a fleet’s tyres, 
we can free up the customer’s time to 
concentrate on their core business,  
plus we extend tyre life and increase  
fleet uptime.”

Good year makes a comeback
Goodyear returns to the CV Show with its 
K-Max and Fuel Max tyre ranges. K-Max 
radials give improved mileage, traction 
and fuel efficiency. 

The Fuel Max range has reduced rolling 
resistance saving a typical fleet some 
£900 annually, per vehicle, compared  
to competitor tyres.

Marc Preedy, commercial director, 
Goodyear UK and Ireland, says Goodyear 
has attracted new customers such as 
Turners of Soham, Pollock Scotrans, 
Hanson, A&D Logistics, Eddie Stobart, 
Lloyd Fraser, and retained existing ones 
like Elddis Transport, Cartwrights, DHL 
and Hargreaves, owing to the launch of 
these products.

Giti next gen radials
Giti Tire will use the CV Show to launch its 
GT Radial next generation drive-axle tyre, 
the GDR638. It is a high-performance tyre 
for mediumsized trucks. 

For traction and braking, Giti has 
developed a new pattern with four 
longitudinal grooves, which it says also 
offers improved vehicle stability and 
driver comfort.

The new drive axle tyre also has a different 
casing and footprint design to deliver 
“good regular wear with high-mileage 
potential”. GDR638 will be available in April 
in 245/70R17.5 and 235/75R17.5, with 
seven further 17.5 and 19.5 inch sizes due 
before the end of the year.

Hankook long haul  
all season tyres
Hankook has increased the load index of 
its SmartFlex AH31 medium to long-haul 
truck tyres for all season purposes, in 
size 295/80R22.5. The SmartFlex AH31 
is specifically designed for Euro5 and 
Euro6 vehicles. The new SmartFlex AH31 
295/80R22.5 with the load index of 154M, 
which is suitable for vehicles plated with  
a front axle weight capacity of 7500kg, will 
be available mid year.

The Alphatread retreaded tyre range has 
also been extended with the addition 
of the popular size 315/70R22.5 for the 
Alphatread R-DH05 which was made 
available from January 2015.

The Tyre Equipment Co
The Tyre Equipment Company makes its 
first visit to the show this year with an 
array of top-of-the-range tyre equipment 
products. Manager Phillip May says: 
“We’re really looking forward to meeting 
others within the industry and being  
on-hand to offer our advice to attendees.”

“As a ‘one-stop shop for tyre servicing 
requirements’, we don’t just centre on 
certain products – we stock thousands  
of different parts to suit the tyre fitting 
and servicing needs of our customers.”

Working with leading equipment 
manufacturers such as Vipal, Schrader, 
Gaither, PCL, Universal Tool and Omega 
Jacks, the Tyre Equipment Company 
boasts an impressive product range.

Getting a grip
New tyres and services from 
Michelin, Goodyear, Gilti, 
Hancook, and ATS at the  
CV Show.

ATS Euromaster will launch a guidebook for fleet managers summarising its five decades of industry expertise. 
Dubbed the ‘Little Gold Book’, it has essential need-to-know information to help van and truck fleet operators 
target improvements in cost control, uptime and productivity. The booklet is free from the ATS Euromaster stand.



ADDITIVES & TREATMENTS

www.greenoxsolution.co.uk 

AXLE & SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

www.imslimited.com 

BODIES & BODYWORK 

www.grp-group.co.uk 
 

www.optiplan.eu 

BRAKES & BRAKING SYSTEMS

www.knorr-bremsecvs.com 
www.roadlink-international.co.uk 

BREAKDOWN & RECOVERY 

www.marshallfleetsolutions.co.uk 
 

www.pullmanfleet.co.uk  

COLD STORE CLEANING SERVICES

call 0800 955 1044 

COLD STORE DESIGN & BUILD

www.demeva.co.uk 

www.isd-solutions.co.uk  

COLD STORE DESIGN & BUILD 

www.stancold.co.uk  

COLD STORE MAINTENANCE

www.coldstoremaintenance.co.uk 

COLD STORE RACKING SYSTEM

www.ssi-schaefer.co.uk  

COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT

http://smartcompliance.descartes.com 

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

www.1cold.com  

www.chalcroft.co.uk 

COOL BOXES

www.helapet.co.uk  

COUPLINGS & TRAILER 
EQUIPMENT

FIFTH WHEEL

www.fontaineeurope.com  

DISTRIBUTION SERVICES 
 

www.buffaload.co.uk 

DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

www.coolexpress.co.uk

ww.refrigeratedtransportuk.com

www.directfoodexpress.co.uk

www.freshlogistics.co.uk

www.fresh-move.com 
 
DOORS & BULKHEADS

www.cbf.uk.com

www.crawfordsolutions.uk.com
 

www.jrindustries.co.uk 

www.loadlok.com 

www.package-control.co.uk
 

www.pommier.eu 
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DOORS & BULKHEADS  
www.stedall.co.uk   
FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

www.mandata.co.uk 

FORKLIFTS

www.aisle-master.com 

www.bendi.co.uk 

FUELS & FUEL MANAGEMENT

www.as24.com 

www.cameron-forecourt.co.uk 

HIGH SPEED DOORS

www.unionindustries.co.uk  

INSTITUTES & ASSOCIATIONS
www.fsdf.org.uk  
www.fta.co.uk
www.gcca.org/gcca 
www.rha.uk.net 
www.smmt.co.uk 
www.soe.org.uk 

LEGAL SERVICES

www.backhousejones.co.uk 
 

LIGHTING
www.cbf.uk.com

30% BRIGHTER - NO EXTRA COST
www.labcraft.co.uk 

 

www.pommier.eu 
www.stedall.co.uk 

LOAD HANDLING & LOAD 
RESTRAINT
www.cbf.uk.com

 

www.joloda.com

www.loadlok.com 

www.package-control.co.uk 
www.stedall.co.uk  

LOADING BAY EQUIPMENT
 

www.crawfordsolutions.uk.com 

MARKETING
www.flyinghorsemedia.co.uk 

www.m1marketing.co.uk 

MODULAR COLD STORES

www.isd-modularcoldrooms.co.uk 

PORTABLE INSULATED 
CONTAINERS 

www.olivo-logistics.com  

PORTABLE REFRIGERATION 

www.dbsltd.org.uk. 

REFRIGERATED TRANSPORT 
SPARES 

www.fleetrefrigerationparts.co.uk  

REFRIGERATION CLUTCHES 

www.fridgeclutch.com 

REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS 

www.carlsenbaltic.com
www.carriertransicold.co.uk 

www.eistechnik.co.uk 

www.hubbard.co.uk
www.klingecorp.com 

www.naturefridge.com 
www.thermoking.com

RENTAL, HIRE & LEASING

www.arcticstore.co.uk  
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RENTAL, HIRE & LEASING 

www.coolrunningrental.co.uk 

www.next-rental.co.uk  R

www.refrigerental.co.uk  

www.rentruck.co.uk 

www.rvr.uk.com

www.shb.co.uk 

www.spacewise.co.uk 

REVERSING AIDS
www.cbf.uk.com 
www.stedall.co.uk 

SPRAY SUPPRESSION 
 

www.pommier.eu     

www.stedall.co.uk   

TAIL LIFTS
www.baer-cargolift.de 

www.parts4taillifts.com  

TEMPERATURE & CONDITION 
MONITORING 

www.the-imcgroup.com 

TEMPERATURE RECORDERS  
& DATA LOGGERS 

www.seventelematics.co.uk  
TRAILERS 

www.krone-trailer.com

www.montracon.com

www.cargobull.com 

TRAINING

www.3tservices.co.uk 

TRANSPORT REFRIGERATION 
MAINTENANCE 

www.longhurstrefrigeration.co.uk

www.michaelwardonline.co.uk

TRANSPORT TRAINING

www.novadata.co.uk 

TRUCKS
www.daf.co.uk
www.isuzutruck.co.uk
www.iveco.co.uk     

www.man-mn.co.uk  
www.mercedes-benz.co.uk  
www.renault-trucks.co.uk
www.volvotrucks.co.uk 

VANS 
www.citroen.co.uk  
www.fiatprofessional.co.uk 
www.ford.co.uk 
www.mercedes-benz.co.uk 
www.nissan.co.uk 
www.peugeot.co.uk 
www.volkswagen-vans.co.uk 

VEHICLE TRACKING & SAT NAV

www.mandata.co.uk  

VEHICLE TRACKING SERVICES 

www.vehicle-trackers.net  
WAREHOUSE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

www.chess.uk.com  
WCA PHARMA NETWORK 

www.caribex.com 

www.wcaperishables.com  
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Apetito has added another double-deck temperature-controlled 
trailer from Buffaload Logistics to its fleet. Apetito rented a 
double-deck trailer from Buffaload over Christmas to handle peak 
volumes. The trailer “made a significant contribution to enabling 
best-ever service levels over the festive period by accommodating 
the increased capacity requirement and reducing demand on 
the already heavily utilised existing fleet”, says Daniel Paull, 
distribution manager, Apetito.

The trailer operates from Apetito’s distribution centre in Royal 
Portbury Dock, Avonmouth delivering frozen food to five regional 
centres every evening for cross docking and distribution to 
customers. “We were one of the early users of the double-deck 
trailer concept and our first fleet was commissioned 20 years ago. 
Currently we have six Gray & Adams double-deck reefer trailers in 
our fleet,” Paull says.

“The savings they bring are undeniable. The high-volume 78 roll cage or 40 pallet capacity 
means that we can effectively use one trailer to trunk to a regional distribution centre, 
whereas using conventional single decks would require two tractors and trailers and 
therefore twice as much fuel.” The G&A double-deck trailers have hydraulic variable height 
floors, GPS tracking and telematic location and temperature-monitoring.

Dennis Distribution, the Yorkshire and 
Lincolnshire based fresh and frozen 
foods distributor, has received a 
cheque for £1000 from Krone Trailers 
UK in support of the company’s 
crosscountry bike racing team which 
raises money for charitable causes. 
Dennis Distribution’s transport 
manager and racing team member, 
‘Dickie’ Dale, started the team around 
five years ago in an effort to keep fit. 
Then, after kicking off “just for a bit of 
fun” the five-strong team achieved a 
number of local successes and has 
taken part in national events from Cornwall to Scotland including the British Cross Country 
Championship in 2014. “We all work hard here,” says Dickie “and just like most other 
transport and distribution firms the hours can be long which doesn’t leave a lot of time for 
exercise etc. The cross country bike team has not only enabled a few of us to lose a few 
pounds, but also we have been able to contribute to some very well deserving causes.”

Dennis Distribution, a family-owned business, supplies farm produce and dairy products 
to supermarkets using Krone Cool Liners with on-board temperature monitoring. “We 
have around 70 trailers in the fleet and certainly the Krone equipment has done well for 
us over the years,” Dale says. “This contribution from Krone is much welcomed. Krone 
not only take an interest in the charitable activities of Dennis Distribution, but from the 
start have guided and advised us on transport equipment issues to very good effect. 
This gesture, without doubt, is a great investment, not only in a group of people with a 
passion for cycling sport, but one that can only bring the Krone and Dennis Distribution 
relationship closer to further and further improve our business dealings.”
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Apetito has taken another double-deck temperature-controlled trailer 
from Buffaload Logistics

Jason Chipchase, Krone sales manager presents 
a cheque in support of the Dennis Distribution’s 
cross-country bike racing team to James Metcalfe, 
Dennis Distribution team rider (left), and Dickie Dale, 
Dennis Distribution transport manager (right)

Dearman and  
Hubbard innovation 
funding
A consortium of Dearman, Hubbard 
and the University of Birmingham has 
been awarded almost £850,000 by 
Innovate UK to develop a zero-emission 
auxiliary engine that will dramatically 
reduce the CO2 emissions from 
refrigerated trucks and air-conditioned 
buses. The project uses Dearman’s 
zero-emission technology for liquid 
nitrogen to drive an engine that 
simultaneously produces power and 
cooling. The technology is undergoing 
on-vehicle trials at MIRA, powering a 
vehicle fridge. The newly funded project 
will develop Dearman technology, 
so that cooling can be provided with 
surplus electrical power to run the 
vehicle’s auxiliary systems. Toby Peters, 
group managing director, Dearman 
said: “Dearman’s first product is 
already in field trials and with the right 
support will move rapidly towards mass 
manufacture. Government backing will 
help us to make continued progress, 
not only enabling us to get a range 
of clean cold technologies into the 
market quickly, but also ensuring that 
the UK can establish global leadership 
in the emerging cold economy.” 
Pat Maughan, managing director of 
Hubbard Products said: “We have a 
strong and symbiotic relationship with 
Dearman. By applying our refrigeration 
engineering knowledge and vision, we 
can make transport more productive.”

Krone supports Dennis 
Distribution swap to pedal power




